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template 1080P 00:07 Two-color crystal ball display explosion 1080P 0:08 AE template calm atmosphere smoke liquid logo interpretation 1080P 1:12 AE beats atmospheric technology sense line company propaganda film video template 720p 00:10 3D color particle splash signive opening effect ae
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3D logoAE template cc2014 1080P 00:17 Map push sign-pull AE template cc2014 1080P 00:40 Creative hand-painted side graphics album AECC2015 template 1080P 00:42 Shocking broken glass AE template cc2014 1080P After Effects is one of the best tools that supercharges post-production
process video editing. And using After Effects templates is a secret trick most video editors use to make great videos. If you still don't use templates after effects, you'll miss out on the best use of the software. We rounded up some amazing and free templates to show you why. You don't always have to
look for premium After Effect templates to create amazing videos. Sometimes Easy Free After Effects enough to make your small personal projects more professional. In this post, we share some of the best free After Effect templates to create all kinds of openers, title scenes, presentations, and more.
Feel free to download and try them all! (And explore one or two premium files to compare them as well!) Download thousands of versatile Adobe After Effects templates, logo stings, openers, slideshow templates, lower thirds, and more Envato Elements membership. It starts at $16 a month, and gives



you unlimited access to a growing library of over 2 million Adobe After Effects templates, design property, photos, videos and more. Discover After Effects Templates Liquid Animation After Effects Title Template This is a modern and stylish After Effects title template you can create an attractive opener
for many different videos. It offers beautiful animations consisting of 110 liquid beats and comes with 9 different title scenes in Full HD resolution. Future Action After Effects Title Template This after effects title template features a futuristic animation design that helps capture your audience by
mesmerizing the title scene. It is ideal to make title scenes for digital and entertainment-related videos. You can also easily customize the title template as well. MixKit Instagram Story AE Templates standing out on Instagram won't have to cost you a cent thanks to this free range of Instagram Story
Templates from Mixkit. Free download and easy to change After Effects, you can make your next Story unforgettable and keep your fans swiping more! Even better, no attribution or registration is necessary when downloading Mixkit free and commercially licensed After Effects templates. Modern Fast
Promo – Free After Effects Template This is a fast promo scene template you can create dynamic video to promote products and brands. You can even use it to create adt for various videos, such as trailers and YouTube channel intros. The template is available in Full HD and is easily customizable.
Dynamic Slideshow – Free After Effects Mall Slide Shows are a great way to combine multiple scenes together to create one great video presentation. Use this template to create a more colorful and dynamic slide show for your videos. The template contains 23 media placeholders to add video clips or
pictures. There are also 19 text placeholders as well. Parallax Opener - Free After Effects Mall This free After Effects mall takes the opening scenes to the next level with its parallaks-style animation. It's perfect to create openers for YouTube and social media videos. The template itself has 8 text
placeholders and 8 media placeholders, which you can easily customize by using The After Effects CS5 or later. It also contains a logo placeholder. Simple Titles – Free After Effects Title Template No need to spend hours crafting title scenes and animations for your videos. This free after effects Includes
14 different title scenes you can instantly add to your video projects to create modern and stylish titles. All title designs are fully customizable. And you can even use them as a lower third. Find Face – Logo Reveal After Effects Template This logo will reveal template features of very creative animation. It
shows its brand logo after flipping through a series of photos of faces glitching transitions. It's ideal to create a logo to expose a brand that puts people in front of their business or even a team-based YouTube channel. The template also includes placeholders to add your own photos. Short Epic Logo
Reveal Mall After Effects Sometimes a quick and short logo reveal is more than enough to give a great start to your videos while showing off your professionalism. This after an effective logo reveal template will help you achieve just that. It offers a quick logo stinger with 2 different styles to choose from.
Fast Slides – Free After Effects Slideshow Mall Another modern slideshow template you can easily customize using After Effects to create unique presentations to showcase images and videos. This template comes with media placeholders that are compatible with both pictures and videos. It also
supports Full HD resolution and you can customize the colors and text however you want. Poly Titles - 9 Free After Effects titles and graphics This is a mixed bundle of After Effects templates that come with multiple different assets you can use for your video projects. It contains unique titles scenes, the
bottom third and logo shows. The package contains a total of 9 after Effects templates. All of which can be easily customized for your preferences. Rounded Titles – Free Animated After Effects Template Use this free template to create stylish and beautiful rounded titles for your videos. The template
contains 9 different styles of title designs that can be easily changed and customized the way you want. Cinematic 80's Style Free After Effects Title Template This is a free After Effects title template that offers a dynamic title design that takes inspiration from retro cinematic styles. It is easily customizable
and you can change its colors and text quite easily. Glitch Logo - Free After Effects Mall You can use this free template to create beautiful openers for your videos. The template allows you to reveal your logo using glitching effects animation. It contains 1 logo and 1 text placeholder. 35 Free Prism Bokeh
Effect Layers After Impact This is a collection of layers that feature the popular bokeh effect. They are ideal for adding a unique and professional touch to your videos. Pack size of 35 free overlays. Minimum Logo - Free After Effects Template Another free logo to reveal the template. This template has a
minimalist design and simple animation that allows you to create a logo stinger with a professional look. The template can be customized to change colors and backgrounds Nebula - 19 Free 4K Space Background Elements collection with unique space-themed animated backgrounds. This free bundle
allows you to choose from 19 different space backgrounds to use in your creative videos. Compatible with After Effects, Premiere Pro and more. Action Pack - 25 Free Action Compositing Elements If you're looking for special effects like fire, explosions and smoke to add to your videos, this free bundle
will come in handy. It contains 25 different special activity elements that can be used with After Effects. Free 3D Lower Thirds for After Effects Use this free After Effects templates bundle to add a unique lower third to your videos. It offers a number of different styles with a lower third of the designs of 3D-
like look and feel. Fast Flip – Free After Effects Logo Reveal Mall If you're looking for a quick and fast logo to reveal the scene, this After Effects template is perfect for you. It offers an effect that flips reveal your logo very quickly. The template is fully customizable and contains placeholders that support
both pictures and videos in the background. Click – 3 Free Logo Reveals After Effects This Simple and Creative After Effects template is ideal for creating a modern logo to reveal a scene from your YouTube and social media promo videos. The template has 3 different logos that show themes and colors
with editable text. The smooth and modern appearance of these effects will certainly make your videos look more professional. 16 Free Transitions After Effects This bundle comes with 16 different After Effects templates. The package has different types of transition effects that you can use for a smooth
transition from one scene to another. The effect will feature various fade, dissolve and swipe layouts that are well suited to social media videos as well as various promo clips. Split Layers – Free After Effects Template As the name suggests, this After Effects template allows you to apply split layer effects
to create unique transitions between scenes. The effect creates a stylish split screen design that mesmerize your viewers. Distortion Kit – Free After Effects Mall Template set that allows you to create unique distortion effects like a pro. This After Effects template set includes 9 different settings for
creating different distortion effects, including noise, flicker, pixel, and more. You can apply them to your video clips, intro scenes, slide shows, and almost anything you want. 10 Free After Effects Typography Templates This is a collection of After Effects templates and animated typefaces that you can use
in your video projects to create unique title scenes and a lower third. All typefaces and templates are free to download and allow you to easily customize them as well. 15 FREE camera Shake Presets for After Effects effects on this pack allows you to make your videos look as if they were shot by
handheld cameras. It contains 15 different effects that add realistic shakes to your videos to make them Natural. The pre-set settings are available in 4K and HD resolution. Colorful shapes free after effects intro template simple and very colorful intro scene that can be used to create a quick opener for
your social media and promo videos. The template has an effect filled with shapes and colors. And it's easily customizable as well. Typography Red Free After Effects Outro Mall This is a basic After Effect template to create outro scenes for your YouTube videos. It includes editable headlines and social
media icon placeholders. You can use to encourage viewers to subscribe to your channel and follow you on social media. Messenger – Free text messaging after effects template want to create a text message scene for your promo videos and movies? This template makes the process much easier for
you. This free after effects template allows you to create an animated instant messaging scene with editable text and background media placeholder. This is a must-have for social media video editors. Free 4K Lower Thirds for After Effects This is a bundle of lower third template designs you can use for a
variety of videos. The package contains 24 different lower third templates that can be easily customized for your preferences. Templates are available in 4K resolution. 20 Transitions Free After Effects Mall collection transition effects featuring modern and attractive designs. This package includes 20
different transition designs you can create creative transitions with different advertising and social media videos. All effects are available in 4K resolution. Free Retro Wave After Effects Intro Mall Featuring 2 Editable Text Layers and Logo Placeholder, this unique intro template allows you to create a
stylish opener for your videos with retro vibes. The template is fully customizable and it is ideal for creating intro scenes for YouTube channels and videos. 8-bit Instagram slides free after effects template This free after effects template is specially designed to create instagram slide show videos. It offers a
retro style with 8-bit effects that will make your videos and picture presentations nostalgic creations. The template comes with a vertical design that also fits instagram layouts. Letters Transitions Free After Effects Template This is a dynamic transition effect that uses letter design. This allows you to go
from one scene to another using the message animation effect. The letter has an overlay of the next scene to create a unique transition design, unlike other effects we've seen. Free YouTube Subscribe to Notifications After Effects Of Course, you will never get enough subscribers and likes. This free
templates package allows you to get more people to subscribe to your channel using a quick pop-up notification effect. It actually contains 3 different designs. Not sure how to use Post Effect templates? Then read this guide to find out how. Our series includes how to use After Effects templates where
find them and collect some of our favorite templates for all sorts of different uses and scenarios. Read the → →
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